Layne Nordgren

Layne is a competent and dedicated employee, who spends untold hours at PLU working to complete projects at multimedia services. His attention to detail is amazing. He is not only dedicated to PLU but a determined advocate for the colleagues in his department.

Layne is always available to the needs of the PLU community. His gentle determination and willingness to help, mentor and assist is well known. He is a highly respected member of the Library Team. Just one of the quotes from one of his nominations is, “This is how PLU is going to get faculty and students into the electronic age. It is not a class or new software, it is people like Layne giving time and information when it is needed. His responsiveness when we want to try new things, his support at our level of understanding, his simple nod that conveys that, “this is possible and you can do this”. This is what move us forward into the unknown territory and into new possibilities for communication, education and innovation.” He is truly one of PLU’s stars.